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Ownership and Disclaimer 

The professional advice and opinions contained in this report are those 

of the consultants, Land Access Solutions, and do not represent the 
opinions and policies of any third party.  

This report and the contents are subject to copyright and may not be 

copied in whole or part without the written consent of the copyright 
holders, being Land Access Solutions, FerrAus Limited and the Martu 

and Nyiyaparli Aboriginal groups. 

Land Access Solutions is not responsible for omissions and 

inconsistencies that result from information that was not available at 

the time this report was prepared.  

The professional advice and opinions contained in this report do not 

constitute legal advice. 

Spatial Data 

Spatial data captured for any Aboriginal sites in this report has been 
obtained by using a hand held GPS unit using the GDA94 coordinate 

system. 
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Executive Summary 
This report documents the results of an Aboriginal archaeological 

survey (site avoidance) for a haul road, accommodation village and 
airstrip (the „Survey Area‟) planned by FerrAus Ltd in the Eastern 

Pilbara, Western Australia. 

The archaeological survey was undertaken from 11/3/2011 to 
14/3/2011 and involved archaeologists from Land Access Solutions 

(LAS), and representatives from the Martu and Nyiyaparli Aboriginal 
groups from the Jigalong Aboriginal community. 

During the course of the archaeological survey no archaeological sites 

were identified.   

This report makes the following recommendations. 

 There are no Aboriginal archaeological sites as defined by 

Section 5 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 within the Survey 
Area. 

 Works as proposed by FerrAus are „cleared‟ within the Survey 

Area and can proceed without impacting any Aboriginal 
archaeological sites. 
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1 Introduction 
Land Access Solutions (LAS) has been engaged by FerrAus Ltd to 

undertake an Aboriginal archaeological survey of a haul road, 

accommodation village and airstrip (the „Survey Area‟) in the Eastern 
Pilbara, Western Australia (Figure 1). 

1.1 Project Description 

FerrAus Ltd propose to develop a mine site at their Robertson Range 

iron ore deposit near the Jigalong Aboriginal community, and require a 
Haul Road, Accommodation Village and Airstrip. 

1.2 Project Brief 

LAS were engaged to fulfil the following brief. 

 Undertake an Aboriginal archaeological survey of an 
approximately 20kmx20m wide by Haul Road, a 1.7kmx1.3km 
area for an accommodation village, and a 3.7kmx1.1km area for 
an airstrip. 

 Record any archaeological sites identified with the Survey Area 
to a site avoidance level. 

 Write a report detailing the archaeological survey. 

1.3 Survey Participation 

The archaeological survey was completed 11/3/2011 to 14/3/2011 

from 12/10/2010 to 3/2/2011.  The survey was undertaken by the 
following LAS archaeologists: 

 Stuart Johnson 

 John Forrest. 

The following Aboriginal people were involved in the survey 

representing both the Martu and Nyiyaparli Aboriginal groups from the 
Jigalong Aboriginal community.   

 Mark Jefferies 

 Ian Jefferies 

 Alastair Sammy 

 Neville Jefferies 

 Landy Jefferies 

 James Nixon. 
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Figure 1: Map of Survey Area (orange polygons) 
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2 Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 
All Aboriginal sites within Western Australia are protected under the 

Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (the „Act‟).  An Aboriginal site is defined 

under Section 5 of the Act as follows. 

(a) any place of importance and significance where persons of 

Aboriginal descent have, or appear to have, left any object, 
natural or artificial, used for, or made or adapted for use for, 

any purpose connected with the traditional cultural life of the 
Aboriginal people, past or present;  
(b) any sacred, ritual or ceremonial site, which is of importance 

and special significance to persons of Aboriginal descent;  
(c) any place which, in the opinion of the Committee, is or was 

associated with the Aboriginal people and which is of historical, 
anthropological, archaeological or ethnographical interest and 
should be preserved because of its importance and significance 

to the cultural heritage of the State;  
(d) any place where objects to which this Act applies are 

traditionally stored, or to which, under the provisions of this 
Act, such objects have been taken or removed.  

It is an offence under Section 17 of the Act to excavate, destroy, 

damage, conceal or in any way alter any Aboriginal site without prior 

consent from the Minister for Indigenous Affairs under Section 18 of 
the Act. Penalties, including monetary fines and/or jail terms, apply for 
breaches of the Act. 

For the administration of Section 18 of the Act, the ACMC makes 

recommendations to the Minister for Indigenous Affairs regarding any 
impacts to Aboriginal sites.  The Minister for Indigenous Affairs must 

be informed by these recommendations prior to granting or not 
granting consent to use the land where that use will impact Aboriginal 
sites. Under Section 39(2&3) of the Act the following criteria are 

employed by the ACMC in the evaluation of Aboriginal sites. 

(2) In evaluating the importance of places and objects the 
Committee shall have regard to —  

(a) any existing use or significance attributed under relevant 

Aboriginal custom;  
(b) any former or reputed use or significance which may be 

attributed upon the basis of tradition, historical association, 
or Aboriginal sentiment;  

(c) any potential anthropological, archaeological or 

ethnographical interest; and  
(d) aesthetic values.  

(3) Associated sacred beliefs, and ritual or ceremonial usage, in 
so far as such matters can be ascertained, shall be regarded as 
the primary considerations to be taken into account in the 

evaluation of any place or object for the purposes of this Act.  

If consent to use land under Section 18 of the Act is granted, the 

Minister for Indigenous Affairs may impose conditions for this use. 
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3 Aboriginal Sites Survey Area 

3.1 Environment 

The Robertson Range area of the Jigalong Aboriginal Reserve is 

predominately sand, silt and gravel plain with low hills and rocky 
outcrops. The area has a low rainfall average of 314mm/year, with the 

majority of this rain falling in the summer months associated with 
cyclonic events in the coastal north-west of WA. 

Land use is currently predominantly pastoral and mining. 

3.1.1 Geology 

The areas surveyed for the haul road and airstrip lie on flat sand and 

silt plains (Figures 2 and 3). Low hills with sand, coarse gravel and 
rocky outcrops are found in the area designated for the 

accommodation village. Intrusive rocks and rocks associated with iron 
ore deposits form the outcrops.  

3.1.2 Topography 

Areas at the eastern and western ends of the haul road cross sand and 

silt plains, and have a slight gradient to the west and south. Where the 
haul road follows the current Robertson Range exploration camp 
access track, the Survey Area crosses slightly more elevated ground.  

The accommodation village is in an area of low hills with rocky 

outcrops drained by first order ephemeral creeks that form small 
alluvial fans where they meet the plain. 

The airstrip is in a broad flat sand and silt plain with a very slight slope 

to the north. 

3.1.3 Vegetation 

The dominant vegetation found across the survey areas is spinifex 

(Triodia spp.) with scattered small acacia (Acacia spp.), eremophila 
(Eremophila spp.) and hakea (Hakea spp.), and copses of medium 
sized acacia (Acacia spp.) and eucalypt (Eucalypt spp.). Patches of 

mulga (Acacia aneura) was noted in some of the alluvial fans. In parts 
of the survey area, in response to recent heavy rain, spinifex seed 

heads reached shoulder height. 

Ground visibility in the areas surveyed varied between 30% and 

100%. 
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Figure 2: View of Survey Area (haul road) 

 

Figure 3: View of Survey Area (airstrip) 
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3.2 Previous Aboriginal Heritage Research 

3.2.1 DIA Site Register 

A search of the Department for Indigenous Affairs (DIA) Site Register 

identified no previously recorded Aboriginal sites within the Aurvey 

Area. 

3.2.2 Previous Surveys 

3.2.2.1 Eureka 2010 

Eureka Consulting completed an archaeological survey of the 
Robertson Range mine site infrastructure area (Eureka 2010). During 

this survey thirty-nine archaeological sites were identified, with flaked 
stone artefacts dominating the archaeological record of these sites.  

The sites include artefact scatters, grinding material and modified trees 
(Eureka 2010: i), and focused on three main landforms within the 
survey area: along the banks of Mirrin Mirrin Creek, along the east-

west quartzite ridge at the northern end of the Infrastructure Area, 
and on the quartz alluvial plain to the west (Eureka 2010: 382). 
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4 Aboriginal Sites Survey - Methods 

4.1 Aboriginal Sites – Survey Methodology 

Prior to the fieldwork, the data for the Survey Area was uploaded into 

handheld Garmin GPS units for orientation in the field. Maps were 
printed to brief all survey participants.   

A pedestrian archaeological survey was then undertaken over the 

Survey Area by lining the survey team up across the width of the haul 
road corridor, with a 5-10 metre gap between participants, and 
walking straight transects across the Survey Area.  

For the accommodation village and the airstrip, which required the 

areas to be walked back and forth, the participants were separated by 
20-30 metre spacing across the Survey Area. Landscape features of 

higher archaeological potential (i.e. rockshelters, rocky outcrops and 
drainage lines) were targeted for inspection.  

All isolated artefacts within the Survey Area were recorded with a GPS 

grid coordinate to provide a record of these artefacts within the 
landscape.  This also assisted in determining whether a location was an 
archaeological site or part of the „background scatter‟ of stone 

artefacts across the landscape.   

The linear transect approach proved to be an excellent way to 
understand the spatial extent of areas of Aboriginal activity focus 

within the Survey Area. 

Photographs of ground surface visibility and landscape changes were 

taken to document the survey conditions. 

4.2 Aboriginal Sites – Site Recording 
Methodology 

Any archaeological site identified in the Survey Area was spatially 
recorded using a GPS, and photographs of the site taken along with 

information about the intra-site components of the site.  

4.2.1 Site Avoidance Recording 

For all artefact scatters identified in the field a site avoidance 
methodology is initially employed. During this process a site boundary 

is defined when an area of land no longer contains stone artefacts. 
This involves walking linear transects to identify the frequency of stone 

artefacts at the site, with the boundary established at locations where 
artefact frequency drops out. The site boundary is then delineated with 
pink and black flagging tape. 

A GPS grid coordinate is then taken at site boundary points. The site 

grid coordinates are subsequently buffered by 5 metres post-survey to 
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account for GPS error, and then made into an ESRI shapefile as a 
polygon once the fieldwork is completed. 

4.2.2 Site Definitions 

To determine whether an artefact location was an Aboriginal site or an 

isolated artefact / background scatter, an archaeologically visible focus 
of activity must be present. A single stone artefact or clusters of less 

than five artefacts are recorded as isolated artefacts rather than a site 
as it is not possible to determine these locations as areas where 
hunter-gatherer activities purposefully occurred. While a single 

grindstone would be recorded as an isolated artefact, more than one 
grindstone (top and bottom „set‟) would be regarded as a location 

where there is an archaeologically observable focus of activity, and 
therefore a site. Similarly, a stone core and associated flake products 
also would be regarded as an activity location and recorded as a site. 

The following definitions for sites were used in the survey. 

4.2.2.1 Artefact Scatter 

An Artefact Scatter is defined as a location where stone artefacts, 

including flaked stone and/or grindstones, are present in sufficient 
number to define an area of use activity by Aboriginal people.  This 

includes „reduction areas‟ where raw material had been taken off of a 
quarry and flaked as a „location of early stage stone artefact 

manufacture‟ (Hiscock & Mitchell 1993: 32). 

4.2.2.2 Isolated Artefact / Background Scatter 

An Isolated Artefact / Background Scatter is defined as one or a small 

grouping of artefacts (less than five) where it is not possible to define 

an area of use activity by Aboriginal people due to factors such as the 
small number of artefacts, poor environmental integrity (i.e. erosion 
moving artefacts) or other agents possible of dislocating artefacts.   

4.2.2.3 Quarry 

A quarry is defined as a location where flaked stone had been sourced 

from a natural outcrop and reduced through flaking – „an exploited 
stone source‟ (Hiscock & Mitchell 1993: 32). 

4.2.2.4 Rockshelter 

A Rockshelter is defined as a hollow in a rock outcrop (i.e. „cave‟) 

where stone artefacts are present in sufficient number to define an 
area of use activity by Aboriginal people.  

4.2.2.5 Stone Arrangement 

A Stone Arrangement is defined as a „pattern‟ or alignment of stones 

that is not natural and has human action as the agent of manufacture. 
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4.2.3 Site Significance Assessments 

To account for DIA and ACMC reporting requirements, all 

archaeological sites are assigned a “low”, “medium” or “high” 
significance rating based on criteria in relation to archaeological 
scientific significance.  

LAS focus on factors such as representativeness and/or uniqueness 

with regard to site types in a regional context, the research and/or 
educational potential of sites, the state of preservation and 

conservation of sites, and also potential for salvage of sites. The 
criteria for assigning archaeological significance assessment are as 

follows. 

Low Significance: Aboriginal sites of a common class of site and/or 

contain minimal archaeological information with low research potential.  
Sites such as low-density artefact scatters, individual grinding patches 

or other archaeological features that do not have substantial 
archaeological importance are assigned this status 

Medium Significance: Aboriginal sites of a relatively common class of 

site and/or contain good research potential to yield archaeological 
information to expand on what is known about regional archaeology.  

Sites such as high-density artefact scatters, small quarry/reduction 
areas, groups of grinding patches, individual engravings, and multi-
component sites or other archaeological features that have moderate 

archaeological importance are assigned this status. 

High Significance: Aboriginal sites of a rare class of site and/or 
contain excellent research potential to yield archaeological information 

to expand on what is known about regional archaeology.  Sites such as 
high density artefact scatters, large quarry/reduction areas, groups of 
grinding patches, group of engravings, and multi-component sites or 

other archaeological features that have high archaeological importance 
are assigned this status.  
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5 Aboriginal Sites Survey – Results 
During the course of the archaeological survey no archaeological sites 

were identified, with three isolated artefacts (3 chert flakes) identified 

in the Accommodation Village, 2 grindstone fragments and a chert 
single platform core identified in the Airstrip, and no isolated artefacts 
identified within the Haul Road. 

This lack of archaeological material is due to the country in which the 

Survey Area is positioned being very marginal. It does not contain 
sufficient locations to access water to entice Aboriginal people to camp 

in this environment.  There is also little other resources available (such 
as wood for fire and „bushtucker‟ bearing plants), and there is a 

paucity of stone available to manufacture expedient tools (meaning all 
isolated stone artefacts were not made from locally available raw 
materials).  The environment is such that hunter-gatherer camping on 

these areas for a period long enough to leave an archaeological 
signature could not be sustained. 
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6 Summary & Recommendations 

6.1 Summary 

During the course of the archaeological survey no archaeological sites 

were identified.  The site distribution identified for the current Survey 
Area mirrors that identified by Eureka for the Robertson Range mine 

site survey, where a paucity of archaeological material was identified 
within the same landform the current Survey Area focuses on. 

Notable absences of archaeological material from parts of the 
survey area include the northwestern corner, central west and 
in the east. One explanation is that these areas lack the 

resources that would otherwise attract people moving through 
the landscape. This is certainly the case for the northwestern 

corner of the survey area which is characterised by red pindan 
sandplain with no gravels or stone outcrops (Eureka 2010: 
382). 

While the mine site survey identified many Aboriginal sites adjacent to 

waterways and within quartzite ridges, the flat sandy plains were 
almost devoid of archaeological material consistent with the findings of 
the current survey. 

6.2 Recommendations 

This report makes the following recommendations. 

 There are no Aboriginal archaeological sites as defined by 
Section 5 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 within the Survey 

Area. 

 Works as proposed by FerrAus are „cleared‟ within the Survey 

Area and can proceed without impacting any Aboriginal 
archaeological sites. 
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